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12:30 – 12:40 Welcome and Introductions

12:40 – 12:55 The Wheel as the Foundation

12:55 – 1:10 The Design Lens

1:10 – 1:25 Spiral Thinking Design Process

1:25 - 1:35 Pulling the Process into a Dreamscaping Storybook &
Using to Create Engagement

1:35 – 2:15 Group Dreamscaping Workshop

2:15 – 2:30 Questions, Next Steps and Conclusion



INTRODUCTORY CONCEPTS



WHY NOW?

Reactive,
Intervention
Based Care

• Anticipatory, Healing Relationships

Provider
Centered

• Customized, Patient-Centered Care

Payment for
Volume

• Payment for Value

Facilities
Focused Care

• Care Systems Focused

TomorrowToday



A HEALTHCARE PRIORITY

 Top three priority for 70% of 670+ surveyed
health systems

 Yet, 45% have formal definition of “Patient
Experience

 2013 Beryl Institute/Catalyst Healthcare Research

 90% identified patient experience as strategic
imperative

 Largely focus is on tactical approaches

 2012 APQC and Gelb Insights Into the Patient
Experience



WHAT IS PATIENT EXPERIENCE?

2009 HealthLeaders Media Leader Survey



USING DREAMSCAPING STORYBOOKS TO
ENGAGE STAFF

Your staff has the biggest effect on perceptions of service. To maximize the
impact, organizations must devise and communicate a clearly defined brand
experience that is consistently delivered.

Today,  you will learn how to craft a dreascaping book that conveys the
story of the designed interactions, processes and spaces (3 Ps) that support
your unique brand-driven experience and inspires staff in making that vision
a reality.



THE WHEEL AS THE FOUNDATION



We all know that Brands are important…

 Good brands evoke trust and confidence.

 Distinctive brands set organizations apart from the competition.

 Great brands transcend the passing of time and the flash of fads to
become a valued aspect of our customers’, employees’ and physicians’
lives.
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You must create a unique brand experience…

 Brands are developed by organizations and expressed through
integrated business strategies . . . but they are created and live in the
minds and hearts of customers through experience.

 Brands are multi-sensory – everything someone hears, sees, tastes,
smells and touches creates perceptions about a brand.

 Great brands are built through the purposeful actions of organizations
to engineer the brand experience.  Everything from how we greet
customers, schedule appointments, explain procedures, show care and
compassion, practice the best medicine and advertise our services must
work together to create a unique Holy Redeemer brand experience.
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CREATING THE BRAND WHEEL

 Understanding the business drivers

 Analyzing the current market and perceptions

 Identifying key customer groups to engage

 Understanding or creating a unique presence in the market based on
authenticity



BRAND WHEEL IS CREATED AS MEANS TO

 Establish and deliver a patient and employee experience based on
the foundation of an emotional brand

 Secure support from leadership – in understanding the brand, the
attributes and how the elements are linked

 Provide a visual reference to assist in educating staff



WHAT IS A BRAND WHEEL?
The brand wheel consists of the following
components:
At the center of the brand wheel is the
value proposition or the brand promise- it’s
the statement of what is unique and what
customers and employees may expect
In the next rung are the brand attributes. or
the key things that need to be in place in the
organization to deliver on the brand promise.
The outside of the wheel contains the brand
behaviors that need to be consistently
delivered across all engagement points to
make the brand come alive



BRAND DESIGN ELEMENTS ARE
FOUNDATIONAL TO CREATING AND
DELIVERING THE EXPERIENCE
 Brand design is core to the development of the brand experience

 It is a reference for all behavior

 It creates the platform for idea generation around engagement

 It helps us to create the Design Lens - anchors the dreamscaping process in it ability
to deliver a unique, engaged and honest experience



EXAMPLE HOLY REDEEMER BRAND

 At Holy Redeemer, we do more than care for your health – we
care about you, your family and the preciousness of your life.  We provide a
highly personal approach to preserve and restore health, promote human
dignity and independence, and improve quality of life. This is our life’s
calling.

 Inspired People

 Healing Presence

 Expert Care

 Innovative Design

 Team Spirit



EXPERIENCE

 Intentionally crafted interactions, processes and environments that are a
direct reflection of the organization’s values and an expression of its
unique brand promise, specifically designed to meet the unrecognized
needs of and deliver unique value to its customers.



Healthcare’s View of Experiences

Quality &
Safety

Service
Efficiency

Great
Patient

Experience



Patient’s View of Experiences

Experience: Individualized, anticipated unknown needs
Completely Unexpected – Exceptional Experience

Service Delivery: Customer service, efficient processes
Expected – Satisfying Transaction

Quality & Safety: Meeting care standards, do no harm
Required – Met Basic Needs



Big “E” Experiences

“e”xperience “E”xperience

Passive Engaged, Intentional, Designed

Safe, Customer service, efficient
processes

Individualized care, anticipates needs

Expected -Standards, protocols Unexpected – innovative, creative

Delivers satisfaction Results in delight and loyalty

Relevant – needs based Meaningful – emotional

Results in indifference Drives Advocacy

Enhanced Value

ExperienceExperienceServiceServiceCommodityCommodity ProductProduct



ANATOMY OF EXPERIENCES

Experience

PlacePlace

PeoplePeople
ProcessProcess



EXPERIENCE VISION

 Start with a statement of Experience to be delivered:

“Holy Redeemer will deliver a Masterfully Orchestrated (Expert Care),
Personally Meaningful (Inspired People), Highly Customized (Innovative
Design), Culturally Supported (Team Spirit),  Healing Environment
Surrounded, (Healing Presence) Experience for our customers,  families,
employees and physicians.”



DESIGN LENS

 Craft a vision of the ultimate experience and design backwards from
that point

 Once firmly grounded in future ideal state,  brand wheel is a tool to
help operationalize an experience tied to the brand

 Turn brand wheel into a series of questions to focus the design effort

 Use for design of People, Process, Place



PEOPLE

Craft interactions at specific touch points using the brand wheel design
imperatives:

 Inspired People Interactions
 What specific thing(s) can we do to convey compassion, empathy and positive attitude?

 What do we do in word and deed to provide physical emotional and spiritual ?

 How are those in our care treated as colleagues and full participants during this interaction?

 How is respect for others demonstrated at this point?

 Expert Care
 How do we ensure a continuous quest for learning? How do we make this evident to our

patients?

 What unexpressed patient/family needs should we exceed at this touch point?



PROCESS
Design processes that embody the experience vision and support the brand
wheel design imperatives:

Team Spirit:
 How do we assure the seamless transfer of information, care/services at this touch point?

 How do our systems work to assure we are providing the right care at right time & right place?

 How do our processes educate, inform and involve patients, family and staff in care?

 Innovative Design
 What services can we provide at a single point of contact for our patients?

 How can we coordinate care to meet unspoken and unknown needs?

 What technology can we use to transform service beyond what is expected?

 How can we provide timely service?

 How can we personalize the care and service?



PLACE

Intentionally crafting spaces that turn physical spaces into story structures
using brand wheel design imperatives:

Healing Presence:
 What are some of the ways the environment offer a warm, calming and welcoming

presence?

 How can the space anticipate needs of patients and families?

 How are we using location, care hours, and ease of access/way-finding to promote a “healing
presence”?



MOVING FROM TRADITIONAL TO
EXPERIENTIAL DESIGN

 Focuses on differentiating attributes of the organization

 Establishes proof points for differentiation at key touch points of the
customer experience

 Builds linkages between core organizational values and what is
distinctive in the experience delivery

 Creates opportunities for story creation, gathering and telling –
relationship based



SPIRAL THINKING DESIGN PROCESS



Spiral Thinking allows us to articulate our
dreams and spiral upward our present
circumstances to meet this future possibility!





Spiral
Thinking

is
optimistic,

hopeful,
energizing

and
enables you

to map a
course to

your future







USES/BENEFITS

 Creating The Best Ideas

 Innovation on Purpose

 Cultural Transformation

 Developing Consensus

 Enhancing Engagement

 Building an Executable Path to the Future



DREAMSCAPING STORYBOOKS



CREATING A DREAMBOOK

 Dreambook is a visual expression of the Experience Vision

 Team uses spiral thinking process and the questions derived from the
brand wheel to develop a story that summarizes the design

 Dreambooks use images, narratives and other emotional queues to
translate the intention, desired connections to be made and the steps to
follow at different touch points

 Format enables employees and physicians to quickly grasp not just steps
of a process, but a full sense of how the touch point should feel

 Employees and Physicians can align with the organization’s brand
attributes and deliver naturally and authentically



OVERVIEW

 Project Vision: Holy Redeemer is a rich, interconnected set of stories
from the heritage of the founders to the stories of those we serve and
serve with everyday

 Theme about Life and Stories - Nature as a metaphor for life

 Bensalem: Place of health, wellness, inspiration, comfort and life

 Imagine exceptional patient/family and employee experience at
Bensalem



NATURE AS A METAPHOR FOR LIFE



ENTRY EXPERIENCE



BOULEVARD EXPERIENCE



LIVING ROOM EXPERIENCE



EXAM ROOM EXPERIENCE

Music Choice
Channels

Hit List

R&B Classics

Classic Rock

Soft Rock

Pop Hits

90's

80s

70s

Kidz Only!

Today's Country

Jazz

Light Classical



STAFF EXPERIENCE



RESULTS

 Mystery shopping results:

 Experience designed outpatient center- 98%

 Other practices– 44-92% with avg. of 76%

 Overall facility score 92.2%

 98th percentile for comfort of facility

 94.2% overall satisfaction (vs 93.0 Press Ganey and 92.1 for AHA
Region 2)



DREAMSCAPING DESIGN SESSION



DREAMSCAPING SESSION

 As a exercise we will conduct our own Dreamscaping process-

 Define the core value of brand

 Define the attributes of a brand

 Use the brand as a lens to design a new healthcare interaction and
space



SCENARIO

 Starbuck’s Founder and CEO has given a blank check to your firm to
help Starbuck’s expand it’s brand into the healthcare industry:
 create a new outpatient family practice center.

 create a new urgent care center.

 create a new birthing center.

 create a new joint replacement center.



Starbuck’s

 What is the core brand essence that Starbuck’s would have in
healthcare?



Starbuck’s Attributes

 What are the 4 – 5 brand attributes that we associate with Starbuck’s?



StarBuck’s

 What are the behaviors we would expect as part of the interactions
with the brand and staff at the facility?



Visioning – Spiral Thinking

 Using the Starbuck’s Brand as a design lens – when this facility opens 5
years from now what will it be like?
 Products & Services?

 Staff?

 Interactions?

 Space?



USING TO COMMUNICATE

 How would you use the Dreamscape to:
 Secure support from donor and leadership to create the facility

 Recruit and retain the correct talent

 Establish and deliver a patient and employee experience

 Evaluate, design and implement products and services



Questions?



NEXT STEPS

 Each of you will be receiving a sample Dreamscaping Book from the
work we did today.

 Use your brand as a constant design lens in creating in services,
interactions and spaces

 Consider using the Spiral Thinking Methodology as a means to create
your organization’s Dreamscaping Book

 How could you use Dreamscaping to create more aligned and engaged
staff and providers as ambassadors for your brand?
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